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Blazars

Blazars (BL Lacs and FSRQ) are radio-loud AGN with jets oriented towards the observer

Urry & Padovani 1995 Urry 1998

Spectral Energy Distribution



Blazar properties

Variability over broad range of timescales at all wavelengths (from radio to gamma-rays)

- long term (years to decades)

- short term (weeks/months/few years)

- intranight (microvariability)

Broad band continuum from radio to gamma-rays

Large and variable optical polarization

Classification of blazar classes:

- BL Lacs: absent or weak emission lines

- FSRQ: strong emission lines



Long term variability investigations

- Multifrequency blazar monitoring programs (https://www.physics.purdue.edu/MOJAVE/blazarprogramlist.html)

- Archival plates analysis (decades back in time)

Long term periodicities, flares…

Possible link between microvariability and long term variability

PG 1553+113

Tavani+ 2018



Blazar periodicities

OJ 287, > one century of observations

~11 yr periodicity in historical light curve (Sillanpaa 1987), targeted campaigns for outbursts

Supermassive Binary Black Hole candidate -> General Relativity investigations, possible

GW emitter in nHz region (pulsar timing)

Other candidates: PG 1553+113, PKS 1510-089, PKS 2155-304…

Ciprini 2017

Kacskovics&Vasúth 2022



Microvariability

First detection in BL Lac (Racine 1970), confirmed by Miller+ 1989, Carini+ 1990

Extensive investigations

PKS 2155-304

Not limited to optical domain

Racine 1970

Aharonian+ 2007



Microvariability

Xie+ 1989, 1990, 1992, Fabian&Rees 1979:

efficiency of conversion of accreted matter

size of emitting region

mass of central BH

Minimum variability timescale in different bands?

Multi-zone turbulent jet model (Marscher+ 2014) → jet physics

Correlation with flux level? Microvariability more probable during flux variations (Howard+

2004, 4 blazars)?

Review (Webb 2021)



Microvariability observations

Multiband photometry of ~20 gamma ray loud blazars at Cassini 1.52 m, Loiano, Italy

Microvariability observed at least once in about one half of objects

Fit line around microvariability events (±2 months)

V = variable

C = comparison

K = check

Differential photometry: V-C, C-K

Variability parameter

C ≥ 2.576, variability with 99.5% CL

2.0 < C < 2.576, variability with 90% CL

OJ 287



3C 454.3

Line slopes not consistent with zero around epochs of microvariability detection (RP 2006)

31/07/2005, I band, C=3.87



OJ 287

Line slopes not consistent with zero around epochs of microvariability detection (B, V light

curve consistency)

19/11/2005, R band



Microvariability and flares

BL Lac during 2011 and 2012 flares



Optical-VHE correlation

York 2010 (Decadal Survey 2010): detection of time dependent optical signals from AGNs

possible optical precursors for triggering high energy instruments or archival search

Lindfors+2011: alerts of blazar optical flares trigger of ToO MAGIC observations lead to

discovery of new gamma ray emitting blazars



Blazar flares and gravitational wave emission

Desai+ 2008: fragmentation of accretion disk as possible GW emission mechanism

- star formation in outer disk parts for single BH blazars

- impact from accretion disk of secondary BH for BBH blazars

- in-falling satellite onto accretion disc

Fragmentation → formation of massive stars in accretion disks of massive BH → compact objects from

fragmentation stay in accretion disk → GW from inspiral and merger with central massive BH

Massive systems potential sources for LISA space based interferometer, lighter systems for LIGO/Virgo

(above a few Hz)



Gravitational waves mergers in AGN disks

LVK 2020: GW190521, merger of BH with masses

85−14
+21 M

⊙
and 66−18

+17 M
⊙

, remnant

mass 142−16
+28  M⊙→ IMBH

Graham+ 2020: AGN J1249+3449 as

candidate e.m counterpart in ZTF data,

possible kicked BBH merger in AGN

accretion disk ( McKernan+ 2019)

Ashton+ 2020, Palmese+ 2021: insufficiently confident association of GW190521 with AGN J1249+3449

Sky localization: 774 deg2



Conclusions

Blazars and time domain astronomy

Long term light curves: periodicities, possible hints of BBH presence

Microvariability: different morphologies, occurrence could be related to long term variability at least for

some blazars (some results from observational campaign)

Optical flares could be precursors of high energy emission

Possible multimessenger link of blazar flares with gravitational wave emission


